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DEVELOPMENT OF AGGREGATION IN THE PRODUCTION OF 

METAL-CUTTING MACHINES 

A. dieser. Director, Institute of Metal-furling Machines, Karl-Marx-Stadt, (ierman Democratic Republic 

KlKODI ( lins 

The aggregate principle of designing is one of the 
ways of achieving standardization in the machine-tool 
industry. It appeared as a result of recognition of the 
principle that e\ery repealed application of any result 
of labour, irrespective of its character (design, technology 
or even organization), is economically profitable. 

formerly, machine parts were mainly unified and stan- 
dari/ed. their previous development having taken into 
account their optimal fulfilment of then functions under 
conditions of minimum-cost production to achieve the 
utmost repetition. In that case, the main factors were the 
following: 

(«) The best analogous constructions were used at 
every enterprise to avoid parallelism in designing. Along 
with the improvement of the quality of parts, this econo- 
mi/ed the designers' efforts; 

(h) The centralized output of the required amount of 
unified parts made it possible to obtain batches, which 
permitted the use of far more economic production 
methods than those used for production at individual 
plants. 

The aggregate principle of designing makes it possible 
to make one more step forward because the optimized 
parts are to be optimally combined into units. In thiscase. 
the same goal is pursued as in respect of individual parts, 
namely, the maximum repetition of application on the 
largest possible scale to ensure the possibility of a more 
economic projecting and of centralized production. 

The accomplishment of this principle of designing is 
a very difficult and complex task, which may be solved 
in several stages only because of the great number and 
variety of machine tools involved. The centrally planned 
economy creates a good atmosphere for the solution of 
this problem. 

Nevertheless, the following example shows how much 
time may pass before all these correct conclusions will 
find a wide and, consequently, a more effective applica- 
tion in practice. In 1949. at the State Conference of a 
technical department (the voluntary technical society of 
lästern Germany), the present writer stated: 

"It may turn out to be impossible to fulfil simul- 
taneously all the requirements set before a machine 
tool and very often contradicting each other. That is 
why it is necessary to be limited by the most important 
requirements which promise the utmost success for a 

¡larger period of time and on a wider scale. They can 
|be only those machine tools which in their structure 

are neither the all-purpose ones nor the special ones. 
I hey should be the machine tools which on the basis 
of their common and extremely simple basic structure 
may be transferred into all-purpose, special, or speci- 
alized machine tools by equipping them with widely 
unified but dill'eient units, mechanisms, fixtures, etc 
I hese units should ensure interchangeabihty and make 
possible their consequent installation on a machine 
tool as well." 

I he process of reconstruction necessary for this task 
has already made much progress in Lastern Germany, but 
it is still far from being completed and its potential eco- 
nomic abilities are not exhausted. This type of develop- 
ment will be the basis of all new developments for an 
unlimited period of time. In this case, the difficulty is 
in realization and perfection of this designing principle 
to the degree in which it is possible to prove its economic 
effectiveness. 

I. BASIC siAdi-s DI AGGRICVII IMSIONINí, 

A. First stagi': Technical spiriti •.•ations ami nomenclature 

The first requirement of the aggregate designing prin- 
ciple is the systematic order of the equipment nomen- 
clature. That is why definite technical specifications must 
be established for each type of equipment, lor the turning 
lathes, it is the largest diameter of the piece for drilling 
machines the maximum diameter of dulling m steel 
and for presses, it is the largest permissible effort etc. 
These parameters are then used to develop for each type 
of equipment the dimensional designing rows graded 
according to the geometrical progression, because such 
grading makes it possible to handle most efficiently a 
definite scale of work with a minimum number of 
machine tools. The denominator of the progression is 
also selected in such a way as to embrace the supposed 
general scale of work by means of the minimum number 
of machine tools of the same types and dimensions. This 
has led to larger intervals for small types and dimensions, 
and to smaller ones for heavy machinery. The appro- 
priate rows are within the limits ranging from R5 lo R20. 
Both things are done to increase the volume of the batch 
for the machine tools produced. Through the use of 
these specifications, it has been possible to collate the 
efforts of individual designers working in a definite branch 
of the machine-tool industry and to plan more economic- 
ally the production of an entire branch. 

One of the most successful examples of reduction of a 
number   of designing   forms,   types   and   dimensions 
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achieved .is a result of ihc above-mentioned steps and 
of the better organization in press building is shown in 
figure I. The production was simullancouslv concen- 
trated at a smaller number of enterprises. 

Certain machine tools are united to lonn the so-called 
"gammas", which means that the.v have main common 
parts. Ihc standard developed l'or the metal-processing 
equipment became a linn basis lor the sequence ol the 
nomenclature ol new designing and the output of 
machinen, in the member countries ol the Council ol' 
Mutual Iconomic Assistance and for scientific and tech- 
nical co-operation in the spirit of a real distribution of 
labour. 

K. Ukstt 

possible number of different hut often repeated units, as 
is done in children's designing sets (see lig. 2). An 
additional objective is to split the unit to very small 
ones consisting of a lew parts only, as this increases the 
repetition of application, as well as the number ol 
v.niants which make u possible to adjust the machine 
tool to its technologic.il function in operation. The same 
method mav ensure belter conditions for economically 
expedient production, sales and flexibility ol the existing 
machine tool stock of consuming plants 

In general, there are the basic units, general-purpose 
units and supplementary units. These units are used to 
build machine-tool lines which are based on a standard 

Dcfore 

Aft«r 

2St 40t 631 toot 

Figure I 
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B. Second stage : division of machine tools 
The second stage is the division of machine tools into 

seclions. by units which are used repeatedly. This is 
done either within the limits of one and the same model 
type or for different modifications of the machine tool 
(for example, a longitudinal carriage in multiple-spindle 
automatic lathes); or within the limits of different model 
types of a single designing row if the model of the 
machine tool is the same (for example, the main spindle 
in the centre turning lathes); or within the limits of dif- 
ferent designing rows of machine tools of the same type 
(for example, copying fixture and centre and face turning 
lathes); or finali), within the limits of different model 
types of machine tools of various types (for example, the 
cam type of control mechanism for programmed milling, 
turning and drilling machines or a loading mechanism 
for 'he cylindrical grinding machines and lathes). The 
problem is to meet all the requirements with the minimum 

machine tool In means of the systematic combination of 
various elements. This machine tool may most efficiently 
meet various operation requirements of the consuming 
plant without being a machine tool of individual produc- 
tion, with all the drawbacks of such production from the 
point ol view of the funds and lime required. 

In this way. an extremely large assortment of variants 
ol machine tools is obtained, which, in case of necessity, 
mav be specialized and partially automated, and even 
equipped with automatic loading and unloading mech- 
anisms. The existence of such mechanisms makes the 
cycle ol operations completely automatic The machine 
tool is supplied with blanks from the inlet hopper, pro- 
cesses them and delivers them to the outlet hopper Such 
machine tools are suitable lor automatic lines. This sys- 
tem is called the system of free connexion of machine 
tools into continuous lines. When reconstructing the 
enterprise, it is possible to separate individual machine 
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tools and to assemble them into a ne» continuous line 
That is why such continuous lines have a \er\ grca. 
"residual value". In this case, it is also possible to change 
the units of the machine and to assemble iliein according 
to the new functions, as all units are widely unified and 
have similar fastening dimensions. Means of measuring 
and control are also included in the system ofumlicalioii. 
Thus, the last link in the increasingly more complicated 
number of variants of one and the same machine tool, 
especially for the finishing process, could be the machine- 
tool in which the results of processing are measured; the 
relative positions of the tool and the articles arc then 
adjusted and, in this way, the article, processed with the 
highest precision, has already been checked when it is 
delivered to the outlet hopper. 

I. Automatic cimimi 

This ideal of automatic control in the general prospec- 
tive is the desired goal when designing any machine tool. 

The final link in a number of variants may be a machine 
tool with programmed control in two or three co-ordi- 
nates, whose control system is common for all the 
machine tools of other models and dimensional types, 
w ith the standard eight-channel perforated tape used as a 
bearer of information, and which contains one of the two 
measuring systems developed by the Karl Zeiss firm, this 
system being the same for all co-ordinates. 

The diagram of composition of such machine tools is 
shown in figure 3. The elements shown in heavy lines refer 
to the above-mentioned second stage of aggregation; the 
other elements refer to the third stage. 

Figure 4 illustrates the principle shown in figure 3 on 

a planer type of milling machine   I he individual groups 
of units may he clearly seen in this figure 

The   designing   row   of   multiple-spindle   automatic 
turning lathes shown in ligure 5 is a typical example of 
the n.amtold application of identical units in machine 
tools  of   the  same  dimensional   type,   hut   of different 
design   Merc, the basic units of four dimensional types 
( 100, 63. 40 and 25} are used to assemble sixteen machine 
tools of various design. The lathe bed. the driving mech- 
anism and the spindle drum remain unchanged for one 
dimensional  type.   The deadstock and  the carriage, as 
well as the feeding mechanism, are the same for articles 
of equal diameter   Ihus, lor example, il the basic dimen- 
sional type is 40. the four-spindle chuck automatic turn- 
ing lathe, type 4 160. makes use of 861 parts of the four- 
spindle   bar   automatic  turning   lathe,   type   4 40.   The 
unified parts constitute approximately 70 per cent of the 
total since the chuck automatic consists of about   1.200 
parts. Furthermore, all the parts securing the items and 
the tools, as well as the parts of the feeding mechanism, 
are the same in the four-spindle machine tool of basic 
dimensional type 40 and the eight-',>indle machine tool 
of basic dimensional type 100 (the through-diameter of 
the item on both of them is 40 mm). In the eight-spindle 
machine tool, this is equal to 8      65 --- 520 parts out of 
1.3X0. It is clear that such unification of construction 
decreases the designing expenses. 1 he savings obtained 
through the designing row illustrated in figure 6 amount 
to almost 2.5 million Deutsche Marks (DM). In the case 
of serial production, the economic effectiveness exceeds 
this figure many times. 

With each design change made necessary by the pro- 
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DIAGRAM OF COMPOSITION OF AUTOMATED MACHINE TOOLS ACCORDING TO AGGREGATE PRINCIPLE OF DESIGNING 
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COMPOSITION OF PLANER I /K or MILLING MACHINé 
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gres», of the technique, the labour consumption decreases. 
Furthermore, if the number of designers remains the 
same, changes can be made more rapidly. 

The extremely large variety of construction forms of 
machine tools built according to aggregate principles is 
illustrated in figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 is related, for 
example, to a cylindrical grinder and, in addition to the 
unitsshown.thereare loading and unloading mechanisms. 
Figure 8 illustrales variants of a centre-turning lathe. Its 
design is subjected lo constant changes brought about by 
the progress of the lechnique. Thus, units 25 and 26 are 
made differently, which is of a special importance for the 
control svsiem. hearing in mind its dependence upon the 
magnitude o\ the batch o\' items and the possibility of 

increasing producimi). 
The niodeK in ligure u show how it is possible to 

make use oí the aggregation principle for the design of a 
honing machine tool. Identical uprights ( me or several) 
are placed around the clamping unit, which is selected 
according lo ihe technological goal lo be achieved. 
Single- or multiple-spindle honing slocks are assembled 
on Ihe identical sluleway surfaces of the uprights. A 
simpl- lived table, a detachable table, a pendulum or 
round turntable may be used as such a unit. Various 
clamping, transporting,  measuring and control  mech- 

anisms make it possible to create highly automated 
precision machine tools. 

The principle of aggregation is used not only when 
designing the above-mentioned metal-cutting machine 
tools, but also for the designing of forging and pressing 
equipment. The standard eccentric press is typical and 
was the first machine developed on the principle of 
systematic i.nilkaiion. The units and the forms of the 
press assembled I mm them arc shown in figure 10, while 
figure 11 gives an illustration of the characteristics which 
are of a decisive importance when designing and operat- 
ing the presses. The systematic grading of presses is also 
shown in figure 11. 

The design of a three-roller bending machine (see 
fig. 12) is als< of an interest. Fighteen various machines 
are composed ol live dimensions of reducing units and 
six dimensions of rollers and uprights. The machine is 
used to bend sheet metal of 6-22 mm thickness and 1.600 • 
3,150 mm width. 

Machines for the pressure casting of plastic items with 
a pressure of 400. 630 and 1,000 kg (see fig. 13) are com- 
posed as cvmhinations of driving, injecting and locking 
units of three dimensional types selected according to 
the pressure and the volume of plastic material involved. 
Any of the injecting units can be combined with any of 
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I With standard rang« or species: 2 With reduced range of speed»; 3 With larger range of speeds; 4 Variable control; 3 Bridge for diamond boring: 6 Headitock with 
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Figure A—VARIANTS OF COMPOSITION OF CENTRE TURNING LATHE 
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GRADING OK PARAMETERS DI FC ( KNTRK PRESSES 

the locking units. Thus, the presses for processing duro- 
plastics may be adjusted for the pressure casting of 

thermoplastics. 
The machines of the above-mentioned designing rows 

are used for the same method of processing. The machine 
tools for cutting bevel gears, described below, refer to 
the other group of equipment used for processing by 
four various methods on a common design basis. Milling 
and drawing are done according to the Arkoid method, 
and milling is performed according to the Kurwex and 
Konvoid methods (see tigs. 14 and 15). The degree of 
unification of units in the machine tools of various de- 
sign is shown in figure 15. The entire design row of 
machine tools requires a total of approximately 5,100 
parts, including only 1,600 original parts. This means that 
by making use of these I 600 parts it is possible to 
assemble any individual machine tool. Thus, each part is 
used, on the average, three times. It has been established 
that the expenditure for designing and producing an 
experimental sample of any of these machine tools is 
many times lower, as compared with that of individual 
designing. The reduction of expenses is expressed bv the 
following ligures: designing, 45 per cent; assembly of 
models, 40 per cent ; development of technological pro- 
cess, 50 per cent ; production of fixtures, tools and gauges, 
45 per cent. This amounts to about DM I million for 
one dimensional type in all designs. Production may be 
in increased batches: it may be heller equipped with 
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COMPOSITION DIAGRAM OK A ROLLER BENDING MACHINE 
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fixtures and gauges; and it may be carried out on better 
automatic machine tools due to the high degree of unifi- 
cation. This is why 80 per cent of the parts are processed 
with higher economic indexes when individual machine 
tools are made. If one is to assume that this economy 
constitutes only 10 per cent of the cost production oía 
machine tool, then the production of 100 machine tools 
will yield an economy of DM 1.5 million. 

The optimal degree of unification becomes the criterion 
w the technological features of a machine tool while it 

¡> still being designed, for which purpose the indexes are 
used, which are the proportion of a number of standard 

and !,'„? PT,rtS fd UnitS' and the total number of parts 
index Signer should determine the following 

<a) The degree of unification of machine-tool units of 
the same designing row : 

KH ür . 100 percent 

where GrUKi the number of units taken from other 
machine tools of the same designing row ; Gr the total 
number of units in a machine tool; 

(A) The degree of unification of units taken from 
machine tools of other types: 

KT     Q-" . 100 per cent 
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where Gr„    the number of parts taken from unit« anH i-\ TW   A 

machine tools of other parts;Gr    «he «o,7nZir of        ,f) The ^^ ^^^ility of standard parts: 
units in a machine tool; 

in «heTneCwrsfg
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The above-mentioned system of aggregation has served 
as an example for many other branches of industry be- 
cause of its economic advantages. Not only has the system 
been acknowledged by experts, but it is also being more 
and more widely introduced throughout the world. 

C. Third stage: universal unified standard units 

The third stage of designing on the principle of awre- 
gat.on consists in the fact that along with the above- 
described units, other units with a higher degree of 
unification, namely, the so-called "universal unified 
standard units are being developed. From the very 
beginning, these units are not related to any definite 
kind of machine or processing method, but are developed 
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irrespective of them so that in any combination with 
each other they could be used to compose various 
machine tools l'or processing any actual item. These 
machine tools are called aggregated machine tools (see 
the composition diagram in figure 4). They are also often 
called special machine tools, but at the current time, it 
is difficult to give a definition of this name. All trends 
in the development of the machine tool industry are 
aimed at making all the machine tools according to a 
standard, that is, to design them in accordance with 
actual conditions which exist at the place of their opera- 
tion. In other words, the trend is. to some degree, 
towards the designing of special machine tools. 

As distinct from the units described above when con- 
sidering the second stage of aggregated designing, the 
universal unified units are standardized within a country 
at least, as the former are rarely used outside the enter- 
prises producing machines of a definite type. That is 
why it became possible to establish a uniform design, or 
at least identical fastening dimensions, for many standard 
units, by an agreement between the centrally planned 
economies. There is no doubt that it will be possible in 
the nearest future to achieve the level of the Inter- 
national Organization for Standardization (ISO) and 
thus, the highest existing degree of standardization. 

K. Gleser 

Fixtures for setting tools or items, the driving and the 
actuating mechanisms for them, auxiliary units for 
loading the blanks, controls and means of automation, 
measuring etc. are chiefly used as the universal standard 
unified units. Of course, these units are also subdivided 
by dimensional types, with the maximum degree of 
unification. 

In future, only the principal diagrams of some of the 
most widely used standard units, which make it possible 
to understand both the nature of their development and 
the variety of their application, will be considered. As 
tune goes by. their nomenclature increases because people 
manage to expand the use of those units which were 
formerly designed for some definite types of machine 
tools only. The units are gradually transformed from 
factory standards to branch and then to state standards, 
thus turning them into universal standard unified units. 
At the current time, this transformation chiefly occurs 
in the sphere of mechanical, pneumatic, hydraulic, 
electrical and electronic types of control and management. 

The production of universal unified units should be 
carried out in a centralized way and the ready-made 
products should be kept in warehouses, from which they 
should be delivered to the enterprises which assemble 
machine tools. 

i    oil rower heid   '-Inortivinf  spindle scir-ru'i. withdrawing mechanism, two motors and one me. nanism !'or Iced and t.inid tt.nel.  I   -New pi.wer hud 
I- Individual standard units tur spindle, geai-Kn wiih m.n.ir ard withdrawing mechanism with m.'toi, .mJ lor ic.-d and mpid-tr iscl me.h.mism with muter. 
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posing such standard units to make machine tools ful- 
„lling var.ous processing operations »• '«ustralcd m 
ligure 20. The power heads on single-, double- and triplc- 
dircetion machine tools are placed around the fixed 
lablc which is also a standard unit. One or two heads 
mas he installed in the vertical position lor processing 
from the top. lithe machine tool is equipped with a round 
indexing table, the power heads are placed around he 
table with a vertical axis of turning (round turn-tabk). 
On a drum type of machine tool, the items which may be 
turned around the horizontal axis «the standard unii ol a 
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,i .„ K„ih ..ides In automatic lines drum) are processed on both sides, in a 
of interrupted action, the items move linearly along the 
power heîd*. From «hose few sketches „ is no**o 
understand «he extremely large number « comp, mon 
var.at.ons which are possible, beginning with the J c 
one-sided aggregate machine tool and ending: ».h .m 
automatic Ime of interrupted actions, which /*"cs he£ 
only as one of the possible applications ol the principle 

"Ä machine tools may be designed for pro- 
cessmg definite ..ems. bui in contras, to the all-purpose 
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machine tools, the power heads are grouped around the 
item. The fact that a comparatively larger batch of 
machined articles, i.e.. mass production, was considered 
necessary for the economic use of the equipment is the 
result of the definite specialization on one item. In a 
short time, however, the growth of productivity achieved 
on such aggregated machine tools led to their introduc- 
tion for the processing of smaller batches. For this par- 
pose, they tried to reduce the time of readjustment. In 
this case, it even became economically feasible to use 
complex automatic lines of interrupted action for pro- 
cessing several similar items produced in respectively 
smaller batches, lor example, a machine tool with a 
round indexing table (see fig. 21) is intended for pro- 
cessing bodies of forty-live different geared pumps, of 
which the smallest has a maximum length of 90 mm and 
the largest, a maximum length of 260 mm. It takes about 
two hours for readjustment. The complex automatic 
line of interrupted action (see fig. 22) is used for process- 
ing five valve housings. 

The further development of machine tools designed 
at the second and third stages of aggregate designing will 
take place in the direction of increasing the mutual 
changeability of the units obtained at those stages; in 
this case, the degree of their standardization will increase. 
In other words, a larger number of machine tools will 
become aggregated. It will be possible to compose the 
unit carrying the item with the power heads in any way 
desired on both the aggregated and the universal machine 

K. C.kscr 

tools. Standard units are already in use on many all- 
purpose machine tools; an example of this is the drilling 
machine tool on an upright of box sections (see fig. 23). 
where the standard unit of spindle socket is used and. as 
a result. HO per cent of its parts are taken from a set of 
standard units. On the other hand, the above-mentioned 
planer type of milling machine is converted into aggre- 
gated machine tools through the use of standard units, 
beginning at least with the unification of its power head 
(see fig. 24). A modern technologist who has obtained 
new equipment will demand that the binding surfaces 
correspond as precisely as possible to the items of thoie 
dimensions and forms which he is planning to process 
and that the power head or the heads with their drives 
are of exactly the same power and arc located, in respect 
to the item, in the most expedient way for processing and 
tending those items precisely. 

Jt may be seen, therefore, that metal-cutting equipment 
is more and more frequently produced by means of 
composing rather than by means of designing so thai 
skilled designers are liberated for the very thorough 
development of the remaining small number of new con- 
structions which are necessary. 

D. Fourth stage: optimal use of aggregation principle in 
designing 

The systematic implementation of this process through- 
out the entire industrial nomenclature of the metal-cut- 
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Figure 23 

DRILLING MACHINF ON AN UPRIGHT OF BOX SECTION 
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Figure 24 

A(itiRKiAIFI) PLANING MACHINES 

ting equipment produced, i.e.. the optimal and complete 
use of the advantages o( the aggregation principle of 
designing, may he indicated as the fourth and final stage. 
In this stage, it is necessary to move forward step by step, 
persistently studying every unit used in this branch of 
industry from the point of view of the possibility of 
using it universali) lor various purposes. It is then neces- 
sary to tind the best design solution based scientifically, 
economically and technically, to check it in laboratories 
and in practice, and then to make it a standard. In each 
individual case, this should give the maximum economic 
effect and should be concluded with the centralized pro- 
duction of those units which have become standard. 

The group o\' beds ami uprights is one of the groups 
of units to be subjected to standardization. Scientific 
research yielded information on the most favourable 
proportions ot size, her his and cross sections of the 
beds and uprights which should be employed in turning 
lathes, nulling and planing machines, machine tools for 
grinding guidcwavs .nul combined machine tools ot 
various types \ designing row of beds .md uprights, in 
which the propoiiion of sides, eros-section and height 
are in .1 geomclnc.il gradation which would ensure the 
maximum ngidiiy with the minimum consumption of 
materials .11,J the minimum lagoni expenditures in pro- 
cessing, iseiirieutly being developed 

Stepped reduction gears (see fig. 25) for use in the speed 
and feed-gear change-boxes of turning lath:s, milling, 
boring and drilling machines, as well as in other machine 
tools of similar purpose, are included in another group of 
units. These reduction gears are developed according to 
the geometrical grading in power, speed and level of the 
speed range. The minimum number of modules of gears, 
various clutches etc. is established. The reduction gears 
may be used either as lt unit with a housing or in the 
form of a kinematic chain consisting of gears, shafts and 
clutches assembled, in the case of an appropriate machine 
tool, in the most expedient way. 

The next group of units arc those carrying items and 
tools. Here, the base-rests, with and without a turning 
basis, are being developed. These are equally efficient 
for composing the central zones of aggregated machine 
tools and for horizontal boring, turret lathes and milling 
machines. It is especially clear from the example of this 
group that the all-purpose machine tools which have 
been considered individually until now have many things 
in common with the aggregated machine tools. 

Although it is true that the instrument-carrying units 
must be of various forms, depending upon the peculiari- 
ties of the tools and the methods of placing them in the 
working position, a deeper analysis of the wide spheres 
of application in the entire branch will make it possible 
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to discover many common requirements. This will lead 
to the creation of the designing rows, which promise 
great advantages from the point of view of improving the 
quality of design and the reduction of the cost of produc- 
tion, in case they are used repeatedly. 
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In tlv; course of such a radical reconsideration of the 
production programme, all the results of prospective 
and even prognosed designing are used with success. In 
the sphere of units of carrying tools, the development 
takes place from the cylindrical spindle sleeve (tail 
spindles) on the guideway ir roller guides through 
unified turrets to the automated magazines of tools. 

The units of the measuring, control and adjustment 
group are most widely used because they are easily sub- 

divided into small complexes of elements with simple 
fastening surfaces. 

The foregoing examples of the wide assortment of 
optimized and standardized units are sufficient lo explain 
the essence of the important process of wide aggregation 
for both the construction of equipment subdivided into 
unified or standard units and the application for produc- 
tion where the central or the standard units are produced 
by specialized enterprises, while the chief supplying plant 
deals mainly with assembly. 

II. ADVANTAGES OF AGGREGATION SYSIEM 

In conclusion, it is necessary to comment on the 
economic significance of the aggregation system from 
the point of view of both production of the means of 
production of all types and their operation. In the pro- 
cess of production, especially of metal-cutting equipment, 
the significance lies in the numerous advantages in 
designing and production: 

(a) When developing the first machine tool tifa design- 
ing row, the labour required for designing is larger when 
developing multipurpose units for use in a system which 
is being permanently improved than that required when 
designing a unit to be used for one purpose only. This 
labour consumption decreases sharply, however, if one 
considers the establishment of designing rows and 
dimensional types using identical units repeatedly and on 
different enterprises. It becomes even smaller after a 
definite fund of unified and standard units is created. 
Aside from the units which have to be designed individu- 
ally for some of the machine tools, this fund includes a 
large number of small or large unified groups of elements 
delivered by the centralized enterprise and the ever- 
increasing number of standard units. The quality of pro- 
duction increases simultaneously with the wide applica- 
tion of constructions which are optimal from the scientific 
and technical points of view; 

(/)) The creation of constructions meeting world stan- 
dards and their continuous perfection becomes easier, 
the number of designers being the same because of the 
repeated use of identical units; 

(r) The time required for designing special models and 
special machine tools is considerably reduced; 

(i/)The maximum repetition (of large batches) of parts 
and units makes it profitable to use a higher form of 
technology (i.e., fixtures, special devices, automated 
machine tools, special cutting and measuring instru- 
ments); the productivity as well as the quality and the 
homogeneity of the produci, increases; 

(e) The specialization of producing enterprises in a 
particular branch of industry and the centralized produc- 
tion of the parls and units used by different plants of this 
branch to complete different kinds of equipment, in turn, 
facilitate the production of increased batches of manu- 
factured items, thus improving process conditions. Cen- 
tralized production facilitates the planning and material 
supply and results in a more efficient consumption of 
materials and, hence, their saving; 

( f) It is possible to achieve short terms of delivery 
for even very complex machine tools and automatic 
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lines adjusted for (he required technological process and 
the form and dimensions of the items; 

(*> In the majority of cases, those machine tools can 
be brought into operation in an extremely short period ot- 
time; 

(//) The commitments of the producer on an urgc-a 
dehvery of spares and rapidly worn parts can be fulfilled 
more easily; 

(i) Unification of fastening dimensions and the fasten- 
ing apertures on the machine tool for additional units 
makes it possible to modernize machine tools which a e 
already in operation by installing additional units or 
exchanging them for the old one. That is why the machine 
tools produced earlier can he used if they are developed 
further. ' 

It is possible to understand fully the extremely large 
economic significance of the aggregation principle for 
the consumer if one imagines that the stock of equip- 
ment of an entire country, or even of a group of coun- 
tries, consists of such machine tools. This slock of equip- 
ment based o» aggregation would have created extremely 
wide possibilities to increase productivity. As this is 
currently the most important problem of industrial pro- 
duction, the economic significance of the aggregation 
principle cannot be over-estimated, and it should lead 
lo a more intensive and. consequently, a more rapid 
introduction of this principle into all the branches under 
consideration. 

A number of the advantages obtained bv the producer 
from equipment according to the aggregation principle 
have a direct effect on the consumer. 

(at Reduction of labour consumption in designing 
and production of machine tools, including tools which 
are specially made from units delivered in batches to the 
warehouse, cut down the terms of delivery. The new 
technique is introduced more rapidlv. which is accom 
panicd by an appropriate economic effect; 

(/»»The delivery of interchangeable units from the plant- 
producer (warehouse) makes ¡t possible to cut down the 
idle lime caused In repair, lo make the storage cheaper 
to develop the equipment in operation and to modernize 
n without large adjusting operations; 

(«I When huvirg new equipment and when moderniz- 
ing the existing equipment, the repeated use of identical 
«nils guarantees the immediate ivi.ahle operation of the 
equipment as these units have alreadv been repeatedly 
checked and. consequently, have been subjected to :i 
"'iili.Hi.His tesi I here is no risk in huvmg a new machine 
and no period is required h. master it. which, as a rule 
must lie taken into account when calculating: 

<</) Il is possible to buy for immediate use the least 
expensive and most reliable machines, as it ,s possible 
lo readitisi them at am lime lo fullil new functions In 
addine Hie appropriate units. I he residual value of such 
equipment is always maximum; 

K. (ileser 

(e) The possibility of obtaining equipment for special 
purposes and with the required degree of automation is 
ensured, and it is possible to use the identical standard 
units in various ways, depending upon the necessity. 
Thus, the price of a special three-sided drilling machine 
tool is about one-half of the price of the machine tool if 
it is developed individually for the same purpose without 
use of the aggregation principle; 

(/) It is possible to solve complex technological prob- 
lems by means of a free joining of universal machine tools 
to form automatic lines or by means of assembly of stan- 
dard power heads along the flow of item on aggregated 
machine tools or a continuous line. This ensures the 
shortest waysand smallest losses oftimein transportation: 

(.ir) The consumer himself could make special machine- 
tools intended for the actual individual needs of his 
branch of industry by using whatever is possible from 
the continuously growing nomenclature of unified and 
standardized units of the machine tool industry. This is 
inevitable, as only the consumer possesses the actual 
experience and necessary means to develop and test the 
remaining special units required: 

ih) Identical fastening surfaces of the items and of 
tool-clamping units and their cutting parts in all machines 
of the same type and of the same make, as well as those 
at other enterprises of the country, make possible the 
increasingly wide application of the tools and the 
clamping units within one enterprise and in interpiani 
co-operation. When some individual machine tools art- 
out of operation and during the major overhaul the 
clamping units and tools may be used on other machine 
tools; 

(/') This is also valid for various additional units for 
example, copying devices and units of automation 
loading, measuring etc.. which can be installed in the 
places envisaged for the purpose on a machine tool 
which has been constructed according to the aggregation 
principle: 

(j) Kqual grading of the speeds and number of double 
strokes, transverse and other feeds creates the condition 
lor a uniform technological processing, thus facilitatine 
the economically profitable application of a new tech- 
nology, i.e.. one needs less information to calculate the 
lime lor processing OIK .-em and also a smaller number 
ol normals lor mstrunieii. and fixtures, etc 

U) The same maintenance ol the equipment and Ms 
attachments with electric electronic, hydraulic, pneu- 
matic, lubricating and other devices makes it easier for 
the people attending the equipment, as well , . for the 
technologists ,o study heller the technical peculiarities of 
equipment and the possibilities of its use 

Il goes without saying thai lo, each individual appli- 
cation of equipment h,„l, on the aggregation principle, 
the economic eftect w,|| he dillerent. furthermore this 
principle could be more pioliiahle ,1 the consumers also 
understood all the advantages 






